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Aguilera et al. [1] have performed an important task in checking the Free Energy Principle (FEP) for coherence 
and scope. They apply its formalism to a class of tractable models to examine ambiguities and specify when the 
assumptions and conditions of the FEP warrant the proposed conclusions. The use of idealized models to test theories 
is standard practice in many areas of science from theoretical physics to macroeconomics (see [2,3] on idealized 
models in science; see [4–6] for models applied to theories of life and adaptive behavior). One wonders why we had 
to wait for more than a decade for someone to attempt this kind of “debugging” of the FEP.

For weakly-coupled linear stochastic systems, the FEP conditions are met only in rather special circumstances. 
The authors suggest these circumstances are rare in living and cognitive systems. I wish to focus on these suggestions 
because the reasons they give might still be judged as a matter of interpretation by some readers. Let’s consider why 
Aguilera et al. are justified in making them.

Granting convergence to a non-equilibrium steady state (NESS), the FEP assumes a Markov blanket and a lack 
of solenoidal cross-couplings between internal and external variables (that could take the system out of the steady 
state). Both conditions put severe limitations on FEP-viable sensorimotor architectures. The canonical configuration 
connecting the four classes of variables (y, s, a, x; Figure 4A in [1]) most often used in the FEP literature, does 
not meet the necessary requirements. Only what the authors describe as a symmetric “loop” (Figure 4C) works for 
a second order approximation (higher-order terms could still lead to cross-couplings). Notice that the meaning of 
“sensory” and “active” states is entirely lost in this peculiar architecture as these states act as a double “barrier” 
between internal and external states but cannot be easily interpreted in terms of sensors or effectors (for instance, 
“active” states have no direct coupling with the environment).

Can non-traditional interpretations recover the canonical loop (e.g., by dividing s into new sensor and effectors 
subclasses)? This will likely lead to a loss of symmetry in the coupling between s and y (Jsy and Jys ) except if the 
parameters are just right. But even if this problem could be circumvented the idea requires justifying the plausibility 
of a “double barrier” between internal and external states. Bacteria use cilia and flagella to feel for obstacles as 
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well as to move them [7], so sensory and active states can indeed be entwined. But the architecture studied by the 
authors remains at odds with well-known biological processes (horizontal gene-transfer in bacteria, viral infections, 
mechanical impacts and the effects of gravity, temperature equilibration in cold blooded animals, etc., see [8,9]). 
These are problems for Markov blankets in general, so can we expect biological systems to be likely to implement an 
even “stricter” double barrier?

In cognitive systems solenoidal decoupling between internal and external states contradicts empirical findings 
on non-decomposable systems, e.g., correlations across scales in interaction-dominant dynamics [10], interpersonal 
synergies [11] and inter-brain synchrony during social interaction [12]. Going into and out of such couplings entails 
contingent functional and dynamical re-assemblies in brain, body, and world. These phenomena are non-linear, giving 
weight to Aguilera et al.’s suspicion that the problems they uncover with their linear systems are not likely to improve 
with more sophisticated models.

When the FEP does work, the authors find it uninformative and unable to capture the history-dependent behavior
of the system. Others have also noticed a tension between FEP and historicity [8]. Here it is important to distinguish 
two senses of history. A strong sense on the one hand, expressed as time translation asymmetry or path-dependence 
[13], e.g., when parameters, constraints, or changing couplings alter the form of the flow or when whole variable sets 
themselves change. Such phenomena are ubiquitous, from sensorimotor learning and habit formation, to adaptation to 
permanent injury and metamorphic development. On the other hand lies a weaker sense of history as time-dependence. 
The stronger sense obviously entails the weaker one. The NESS condition is incompatible with the stronger sense of 
historicity [8] but what about the weaker sense?

Aguilera et al.’s systems obviously evolve over time, but the punchline of the FEP, i.e., the claim that the system 
behaves as if making inferences that track external states by following a gradient that minimizes free energy, doesn’t 
seem to tell us much about the system’s actual behavior. What exactly follows this gradient? If the claim applies to 
the most likely states, this does not hold in general for stochastic systems according to the authors. If what follows the 
gradient is the conditional average over “counterfactual trajectories”, i.e., an ensemble average of many runs, we have 
a problem. This average by definition dilutes the relation between a particular trajectory and the history of system-
environment interactions. Hence, even if we restrict ourselves to systems that are not strongly historical, the specific 
relations of time-dependence (what will this system do after X happens?) are also lost in the main claim of the FEP.

Where does the FEP go from here? New versions are likely to appear, hopefully addressing the problems disclosed 
by Aguilera et al. The proper scope of the FEP may finally be known with some precision, whether organisms in 
general or some of them in special circumstances as it currently seems. The major lesson, in my opinion, concerns the 
indispensability of using models as part of the practice of building theories about the big questions of life and mind. 
Intuitions often fail with complex systems and idealized models are one way to keep them in check, engaging in a sort 
of “mental calisthenics” [4] to cultivate a feeling for when an idea works. With FEP-related publications numbering 
in the hundreds, one gets the impression that much effort would have been saved if this exercise had been done earlier.
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